neVuex

A New Dimension in
Cloud Computing
Optimize business operations and organizational intelligence for greater results

The Unified Interface for the Modern Workplace.

Work Faster and Smarter

OneVuex connects information and systems, generating greater
productivity, increased security and lower IT/operational costs.

People want to work faster and
smarter on the device of their
choosing – free to create, access and
share information no matter what it
is or where it resides, trusting their
systems are safe and secure.

Increase Productivity with OneVuex
Businesses face many challenges finding,
extracting, and sharing information from
separate legacy and cloud systems, resulting in
hours of wasted time, lost productivity, and
ineffective decision making.

neVuex

OneVuex is an out-of-the-box computing
solution, built on the Azure and Office 365
platforms that unifies Microsoft and nonMicrosoft applications, platforms, and cloud
services in a single web interface. Users can
easily find, access, manage and share related
information, achieving 20% greater productivity
with unmatched security.

Fits Every User

Power of Integration
•

OneVuex’s connectivity services
allow data and the functionality
of systems to flow freely.

•

Stable connectivity, unaffected by
updates with no disruptions.

•

•

WORKPLACE

•

Easily connect and operate
systems with greater power and
better communication.

•

Experience increases in
efficiencies and productivity.

•

Eliminate expensive migration
and connectivity services and
business disruptions.

•

Experience integrated security
across all systems and devices,
extending cloud security to onpremises systems.

Powerful System Search

•

Customized, adapting to each
user’s needs.

•

Finds everything connected to the
system in a single search.

•

Easy to use and eliminates most
IT connectivity, migration and
intervention services.

•

No need to remember filenames or
locations.

Total mobility for on-premises
and cloud solutions on most
devices.

Harness the power of Microsoft
365, SharePoint and SQL in a
single interface without costly IT.

•

•

Saves hours of unproductive time
on multiple searches.

•

Secure collaboration for effective
file sharing and team meetings.

Employees are more productive,
focused on projects and customers.

•

Novice and savvy users are selfempowered, experiencing greater
productivity.

Immediate Increase In Productivity
“OneVuex is the backbone of our operation. We immediately increased productivity by
20%...time that’s now directed to members, generating more revenue. We’re attracting new
- Dan Bates, President and CEO
members and helping other chambers that are 10 times our size.”
Greater Hamilton Chamber of Commerce
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What Can My Business Achieve with OneVuex?

Code Integration

Collaboration

• Integrates applications (O365/ M365),
platforms (SQL, Oracle, Share Point, etc.),
and cloud services (Azure) for greater
access and data flow without disruptions
• Organizes, manages, finds and relates
information (documents, presentations,
pdf files, media files, spreadsheets,
emails, etc.)
• Extends stronger security to on-premises
systems

Stream Analytics
• Information flows seamlessly in
customized intelligence reports and
dashboards, accessible on mobile
devices
• Predictive analytics provide insights
into progressive and future
performance

• Integrated collaboration systems
including IM, Teams, Broadcast, video,
voice, file sharing
• Co-author documents in real-time,
share files and conduct team
meetings
• Natural language querying
• Translation for documents and video

Integrated Security
• Security protects all connected systems and
devices
• Integrates Microsoft’s Advanced Threats
Protection in the cloud; Office 365 encrypts
communications from the cloud to device;
Windows10 protects the OS and devices
• OneVuex’s Multiple Database Engine System
eliminates a central reducing company-wide
attacks

Innovative IT
• The full power of SharePoint and SQL
provided with an out-of-the-box
solution without coding or costly IT
• Independent systems achieve full
connectivity via OneVuex connectivity
services, allowing data and
functionality to flow freely
• IT can focus on projects that support
customers and the business

Data Migration
• OneVuex eliminates the need for
expensive migration and connectivity
services
• Easily drag & drop files, folders and
emails, keeping the original formatting
• Migrate entire systems with full
functionality in as little as 1-2 business
days with no disruptions to operations

Why Choose OneVuex for Your Business?
If your business can achieve greater results, benefit from greater productivity and efficiencies, but: 1) Connecting
data and systems (on-premises and cloud) is costly and difficult, inhibiting valuable insights; 2) Employees are
challenged to collaborate and work on or off-site with ease; 3) Finding information is a challenge; 4) Security and
rising IT costs are a concern…
Welcome to the Modern Workplace and experience what computing was meant to be.
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